Slavery and the Roots of Sexual Harassment
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In recent years, feminist scholars and activists have demonstrated the ways that U.S. slavery functioned as a system of gender supremacy. It entailed the dominance of men over women as well as whites over blacks. Adding the gender lens has shed immense light on the ways that sex, law, and power operated in the racially supremacist enslaving South. In recent years, this literature has emphasized the ways that slavery's sexual and racial subordination converged around the bodies of enslaved black women. My own contribution attempted to catalogue the legal rules that compelled black women into productive, reproductive, and sexual labor crucial to the political economy. That project characterized slavery as a "sexual political economy" to make explicit the connections between its markets, labor structure, and sexual exploitation. It designated slavery a sexual economy to foreground slavery's gender hierarchies and mechanisms of subordination as well as to show how slavery offered early illustrations of the social construction and fluidity of gender and the false dichotomy between public and private relations.

Taking those insights to their logical conclusion, this essay frames enslaved women's sexual coercion through their roles as captive workers to cast the institution of slavery in a new light: as an early and particularly virulent strain of institutionalized sexual harassment. In the process, it shows how we gain better purchase on sexual harassment when we look at antecedents in U.S.
slavery. Conceiving slavery as sexual harassment sheds light on how slave law was labor law, plantations were workplaces, and enslaved women’s resistance constituted gender activism. Critically, such a framework also recovers the sexual dimension of both slavery and sexual harassment. Casting slavery in this way hopefully yields a richer and more nuanced understanding not only of slavery, but of feminist history, theory, and contemporary activism.

**Labor in Slavery’s Sexual Economy**

As I described elsewhere, U.S. slavery compelled enslaved black women to labor in three markets—productive, reproductive, and sexual—crucial to the political economy.² As an initial matter, in a world built on slave labor, enslaved women’s work was central. Unlike other slave economies that enslaved women primarily as wives or concubines, U.S. slavery forced black women to perform productive labor essential to the political economy. Some enslaved women were forced to join free white women in performing productive, domestic labor for white households. But, as a general matter, slavery’s markets for productive labor did not follow the gender segregation patterns of the free labor market. The overwhelming majority of enslaved women labored at tasks that in the free workforce were typically reserved for men. Slaveholders forced enslaved women to cut trees, build canals, and cart manure, as well as to plow, plant, hoe, and harvest crops. In some markets that drew heavily on enslaved men for skilled labor, slaveholders actually reserved the most arduous agricultural work for enslaved women, with a few earning the dubious honor of being rated the most valuable field hand. There was gender differentiation: enslaved men rarely did domestic labor and enslaved women were excluded from certain tasks, typically skilled labor, reserved to men. But, unlike black men, white men, and white women, all of whom labored mainly in accord with traditional gender roles, enslaved women were compelled to perform every sort of productive labor, as the political economy demanded. Significantly, forcing enslaved women to breach the sexual division of free labor did not appear to challenge the male slaveholders’ own gender identity.

In addition to coercing their labor in the conventional productive markets, slavery’s law and markets extracted from enslaved women reproductive and sexual labor in a form required of no one else. Enslaved women reproduced the workforce. Like other New World plantation economies, that of the United States was based on a captive black workforce. “Land and slaves became the two great vehicles through which slaveholders realized their ambitions of fortune. . . . The usefulness of land increased in proportion to the availability of black slaves.”³ But unlike its sister slave societies, the U.S. sus-
tained its workforce through the women in it. By 1682, all of the colonies had adopted the rule of *partus sequitur ventrem* — a child inherited its status from its mother. Without regard to whether the father was free, enslaved women gave birth to enslaved children. This rule proved to be of immense economic and political significance. The South was one of the smallest importers of slaves, but had the largest slave population in the West. This demographic was inextricably tied to enslaved women's biological and social reproduction. Following the close of the (legal) international slave trade in 1808 and accompanying the rising labor demands driven by the expanding cotton market and southern frontier, a thriving domestic trade in black people emerged—supplied by black women's childbearing. In the end, "[t]he perpetuation of the institution of slavery, as nineteenth-century Southerners knew it, rested on the slave woman's reproductive capacity."4

Slavery also extracted sexual labor from enslaved women. Enslaved women found themselves coerced, blackmailed, induced, seduced, ordered and, of course, violently forced to have sexual relations with men. Sexual access was enforced through a variety of structural mechanisms. Most overtly, the South established markets that sold enslaved women for the explicit purpose of sex. In so-called "fancy girl" markets, principally in southern port cities, enslaved women could be bought to serve as the sexual "concubines" of one man, or to be prostituted in the more contemporary understanding of the term. According to one historian, we might understand "fancy" as referring to markets "selling the right to rape a special category of women marked out as unusually desirable."5 Outside of these overt markets for sex, most enslaved women and girls were purchased primarily for their productive labor in the fields or plantation house, but also were expected to have sexual relations with various men (their master, his sons or male relatives, visitors, overseers, enslaved men) on the plantation as well. Whether in sex markets or "productive" ones, every sale of an enslaved woman was a sale of sexual labor — or at least of the right to compel it. Sex was part and parcel of what was expected and coerced from women in the enslaved workforce.

By the nineteenth century, the standard mechanisms to protect a woman's sexuality were the law of rape and access to patriarchal protection. However ineffective for most white women, these protections were completely unavailable to enslaved women. The criminal law of rape reflected the economic and cultural expectation of sexual access. As a general rule, law did not recognize rape as a crime when committed against enslaved women.6 Nor did black men have the social authority to protect women in their community: "Without marriage or human rights, the female slave is a sexual vessel as well as chattel. There is no patriarchy to protect her unless the master assumes the role of her
protector, that is, if she is his concubine and has his children. Her men have no power or status; they are socially dead and thus are unable to come to her aid and protection, unable to father the children they sire. There are no laws to protect her because she has no place in the law."

Regardless of filial, romantic, or simply community ties, a black man could rarely protect a black woman from sexual abuse. To do so was to risk his life, and often hers. Rules of evidence and self-defense operated syntactically to criminalize any response but submission. Instead, at every opportunity, the legal system endorsed the principle that slaveholders' authority over their workers included sexual control and use. Slave law delivered what the markets expected.

Once law and markets had institutionalized sexual access to enslaved women, their sexuality could be manipulated to serve any number of economic, political, and personal interests. Men might coerce sexual relations with enslaved women for sexual gratification, to garner profits, to punish work-related transgressions, or to more firmly bolster the association of white women with the cult of the pedestal. Enslaved women's sexuality was made available simultaneously as an outlet for male eroticism, a market commodity, a tool of discipline, and an ideological device to justify slavery.

Thus, slavery's laws and markets collaborated to compel sexual and reproductive labor, as well as productive labor, from women in the enslaved workforce. Dictating that enslaved women gave birth to enslaved children and denying enslaved women access to either criminal rape law or patriarchal power, in effect, compelled enslaved women into reproductive and sexual labor. In fact, Jacqueline Jones points out, "[i]f work is defined as any activity that leads either directly or indirectly to the production of marketable goods, then slave women did nothing but work." It is also important to keep in mind how race, gender, and status were simultaneously operative under slavery. Slavery's rules of race ensured that it was only legally black women who reproduced the workforce and who suffered in slavery's sexual markets. Of course, many enslaved people were scotically white, which actually drove the fancy market inflated prices of up to $5,000. As one historian incisively commented, "What, after all, could be more valuable than a woman of 'white' complexion who could be bought as one's private 'sex slave'?" But legally, culturally, and politically, it was only "black" women who were compelled into such horrific "work."

Designating slavery a sexual political economy makes explicit the connections among its markets, labor structure, and sexual exploitation. It also directs attention toward the ways that New World slavery's geographic manifestation, the plantation, was particularly hospitable to institutionalized sexual
abuse and coercion of women in the black workforce. In the South, as in the rest of New World slavery, plantations were the primary units of production. Rising prices for commodities requiring intensive labor, reduced costs of capturing and enslaving that labor, increased political stability, and improved production and distribution capabilities resulted in the plantation-based economies that characterized New World slavery. Critically, plantations were not only the primary units of economic production—they were central cultural and political units of the slave economy as well. “[The plantation] not only constituted the chief vehicle for the exercise of power in southern society but also served as the foundation of southern public beliefs and values.” Law and culture vested male heads of household with authority over all who lived on their plantations in both market and domestic relations. Both criminal and civil law declined to intervene in the slaveholder-enslaved relationship, except in the most egregious circumstances (which did not encompass enslaved women’s sexual exploitation and abuse). Moreover, the physical geography of plantations, often vast spaces, isolated from each other and denser populations, was ideal for those who sought to control the entire lives of their workforce. Plantation owners largely determined who entered and who left these vast workplaces/households, enslaved and free, black and white, female and male. Housing the workforces they enslaved, slaveholders could exercise the perpetual surveillance and scrutiny necessary to maintain racial and labor domination.

In short, the southern “plantation complex” both required and produced enslaved women’s sexual and reproductive exploitation. As workplaces, plantations were the source of insatiable demand for captive labor. As households, their gender norms insisted on the sexual subservience of black, enslaved women. Finally, their physical structure provided the privacy and authority necessary to convert and coerce labor relations into sexual ones.

**Slavery as Sexual Harassment**

In the 1970s, feminist scholar-activists identified sexual subordination in the workplace as a primary manifestation of sex inequality: “Work is critical to women’s survival and independence. Sexual harassment exemplifies and promotes employment practices which disadvantage women in work (especially occupational segregation) and sexual practices which intimately degrade and objectify women. ... [S]exual harassment at work undercuts woman’s potential for social equality in two interpenetrated ways: by using her employment position to coerce her sexually, while using her sexual position to coerce her economically.” Sex was part and parcel of what was expected
from women as workers and had the added (or primary) effect of using the workplace to preserve gendered norms. More recent feminist elaborations of sexual harassment’s injury characterize it as a “disciplinary, constitutive, and punitive regulatory practice.” In the end, men harass women workers because of entitlement, to achieve sexual dominance, for personal pleasure, and to discipline women as workers and as women.

All of these motivations and effects were institutionalized and state-sanctioned under slavery on an almost incomprehensible scale. First, sexual (and reproductive) labor is part of what was expected and extracted from them as women in an enslaved workforce. Second, conveniently, the same acts that brought economic profits and sustained the political economy also resulted in sexual domination and personal erotic gratification. Third, slavery constituted a new category of labor relation: permanent, captive workers defined by race and as property, performing work essential to the means of production. Sexual coercion proved a key mechanism for compelling enslaved women to labor in the three parallel markets crucial to the southern political economy. (Enslaved men may have been sexually victimized for similar purposes, a topic which is underexplored in the literature. Indeed, contemporary sexual harassment theory has turned its attention to the theoretical and political dilemmas raised by same-sex harassment, which may prove insightful for trying to shed light on and comprehend the complex meanings of male sexual victimization of enslaved men.) Slaveholders sexually exploited and coerced women in the enslaved workforce for profit, pleasure, and punishment—simultaneously and without contradiction.

Feminist history helps us to see women in the enslaved workforce as sexually abused and exploited. Feminist legal theory helps us to see their abuse as sexual harassment—deployed to secure sexual access as part of the labor relation and to coerce captive labor. Slavery’s structural sexual abuse and coercion was directed against them not only as women, or as black women, but as black women workers. Consider the descriptive power of Catharine MacKinnon’s powerful articulation of sexual harassment when we substitute “slaveholder” for “employer.” “In these cases, we are dealing with a male who is alleged exerxing his power as [a slaveholder], his power over a woman’s material survival, and his sexual prerogatives as a man, to subject a woman sexually.” Hence slavery maps onto—in many ways provides a map for—contemporary understandings of sexual harassment. Consider the following.

As stated earlier, my previous work designated slavery a sexual political economy to make explicit the connections between its markets, labor structure, and sexual exploitation. Foregrounding the interplay between slavery’s
political economic structure and its sexual norms also sheds light on the plantation complex as a vast workplace and one of the earliest American sites of institutionalized sexual harassment. The labor relation as defined by slavery incorporated sexual relations for purposes of pleasure, profit, punishment, and politics. The geography of plantations expedited widespread sexual exploitation for all of these purposes, granting the men who ran them sexual privacy and authority. Moreover, the geography of these “workplaces” meant that enslaved women could rarely escape their sexual dynamics. Enslaved women and their white mistresses describe enslaved women being forced to sleep in their masters’ bedrooms. There was no respite from sexual abuse at the end of the day, “at home.” Plantations comprised both “home” and “work,” and a master was as likely to stalk an enslaved woman in her quarters as in his bedroom. Finally, both public criminal and private plantation “justice” punished efforts to “exit” with extreme violence. Women in the enslaved workforce were, in effect, “sexual hostages.”

Slavery’s sexual economy also divided women, making black women susceptible to sexual abuse and harassment not only from men, but from white women. Barbara Omolade has richly described the ways that slavery operated as a racialized patriarchy—one in which white men broke ranks with black men in order to dominate all women. White patriarchs were also exceptionally successful in encouraging white women to break ranks with their black sisters. Slavery’s sexual geography meant that enslaved women were harassed in the homes of women related to their abusers. Enraged and humiliated white wives insisted on the sale of black families fathered by their husbands, or themselves perpetrated ugly violence, at times sexual, against the women workers their husbands abused. Hence, the sexual geography of the plantation complex also invited white women into sexual harassment of women in the enslaved workforce.

Finally, slavery graphically illustrates what feminists have argued since the earliest conceptions of sexual harassment: sexual subordination in the workplace is a central tool of labor, sexual, and racial control. As Angela Davis argued at around the same time, white men claiming black women as sexual property functioned as a primary tool of repression against the entire enslaved workforce and black community more broadly. White men not only wielded sexual abuse against enslaved women as individuals, but as a weapon of racial terror. Sexual authority over enslaved women was intimately bound with racial, economic, and political authority over all black workers, free and enslaved. This is not a point about the “emasculating” of enslaved men, but rather about what Davis characterized as “sexual terrorism” against a workforce.
In the end, while slavery’s sexual harassment conforms to contemporary understandings it served interests and needs somewhat unique to slavery’s distinct sexual economy. Some may worry that characterizing slavery as sexual harassment risks minimizing slavery’s distinct brutal racial and gender subordination. I share their caution. Increasingly, we see history rewritten to erase embarrassing atrocities. Certainly slavery’s sexual atrocities were exceptionally brutal. Sexual violence directed against black women workers was often lethal, was authorized by the state, and was part of a broader scheme of repressing a captive workforce. There is a sense in which our collective disgust, horror, and embarrassment about slavery causes us to draw a cordon noir around its sexual economy. But to exclude enslaved women from sexual harassment’s history would be especially pernicious, whitewashing it, as it were. We can’t let the horrifically corrupt and brutal manifestations of sexual abuse and coercion cause us to miss slavery for what it was: widespread, institutionalized, state-sanctioned sexual harassment implemented in perhaps its most corrupt form.

What do we get by conceiving enslaved women as coerced labor, plantations as some of the earliest large-scale workplaces, and slavery as sexual harassment? I would suggest three insights: one for history, one for theory, and one for contemporary activism.

Feminist History

Historians continue to contest the origins of feminism, but standard accounts locate its emergence in either the abolitionism that culminated in Seneca Falls or in the antebellum women’s benevolent associations. These narratives differ substantially, but both attribute the emergence of feminism to elite, literate, white women active in the early nineteenth-century public sphere. In neither account do enslaved women appear except as the objects of activism, or, if freed, as black compatriots of feminist abolitionists. Increasingly, women’s history features enslaved women, but does not include them in discussions of feminism’s origins.

The exclusion of enslaved women from formal feminist history takes more and less benign forms. At its most benign, it assumes that the dynamics of racial repression were so stark that they consumed the complete political consciousness of enslaved people. In this account, slavery’s sexual abuse was secondary to its racial hierarchies. In its most essentialist formulation, feminism would argue that enslaved women failed to conform to the achievements of first wave white feminists: the production of public texts, organized protests, and the articulation of gender as a core axis of oppression. Neither
narrative considers enslaved women as gender activists operating independently of feminism's official white foremothers or, even more radically, as their predecessors in recognizing and resisting gender subordination. Conceiving slavery as sexual harassment suggests a different view of feminist history.

For generations, feminist activists have noted the difficulty of organizing women because of gender's manifestation as both subordination and privilege. In America's racially patriarchal culture, white women have often experienced gender as privilege. Even today, many women (of all races and classes) stubbornly insist that gender's privileges outweigh its price. In addition, consider again the power of geography in both enabling and masking sexual subordination. Contemporaneously with much of slavery, most nonslaved American women worked in small-scale workplaces, often their own households. Even those white women who joined enslaved black women in working on large plantations typically had some blood tie to the patriarch of the house. When the household was the unit and site of production, sexual harassment was difficult to distinguish from other forms of sexual abuse perpetuated within families and protected by law. Moreover, sexual exploitation of white women workers could be subsumed by the rhetoric — first, of paternal control over households and, later, separate spheres and gender "difference" as domesticity. The former denied its existence or attributed it to evil girls, women, and infants. The latter articulated the problem as women's abdication of the "private" domestic sphere. The solution was to remove women from the paid workforce and return them to the care and protection of men at home, again presuming paternalism. Sexual exploitation of individual women workers was condemned, but in language that continued to support gender hierarchy.

In contrast, slavery's racial supremacy may have enabled women in the enslaved workforce to recognize, politicize, and resist sexual harassment far earlier than many of their white peers. Black women in the enslaved workforce experienced sexual violence from white men unmediated by gender privilege. Nor did common gender rhetoric for mediating worker sexual abuse map onto the geography of the plantation (or enslaved women's lives). While southern planters incorporated metaphors of domesticity to describe and justify their absolute power over both their families and their slaves, the enslaved community experienced little ambiguity about the metaphor's descriptive power. By and large they were not members of the family and, even when they were, were not treated as such. From the perspective of enslaved women, paternalism failed to capture the dynamics of the plantation. Nor was anyone trying to drive them from "masculine" market work into "feminine" domestic labor. The plantation was not susceptible to separate spheres logic, nor were enslaved women's lives.
Moreover, when white men laid claim to enslaved women’s sexual and reproductive capacity, they did so within a larger context of racial and workforce repression. This politicized sexual abuse, removing it from the realm of “private” conflicts between individual men and women. Instead, as stated above, the entire enslaved workforce experienced sexual assault as a primary mechanism of their subordination. Slave narratives—autobiographies and oral histories—are replete with stories by victims and those close to them of brutal, sometimes lethal sexual atrocities. These texts parallel formal abolitionism in making sexual abuse part of the discourse of slavery’s oppression, yet depart from standard abolitionist rhetoric in important ways. In lieu of depicting enslaved women as passive victims of abuse, they record a community in rebellion against the sexual norms whites sought to impose. Enslaved women themselves mounted multiple forms of resistance, some of them more recognizable than others. But, additionally, the entire community resisted the appropriation of enslaved women’s bodies as sexual property. Without romanticizing or obscuring the brutality and pain of sexual abuse, these narratives suggest that the politicized context entitled individual women to the support of their communities as they experienced, resisted, and survived sexual abuse. Instead of ostracism, blame, and denial, they received advice, collaboration, and assistance. In fact, the enslaved workforce may have been one of the first in the U.S. to mount active, community resistance to widespread sexual harassment.

Contrary to arguments of some feminist theorists that other identity “clouds” the operation of gender, the racial context of slavery meant that women in the enslaved workforce were some of the first to name, politicize, publicize, and resist institutionalized sexual harassment. That they actively resisted slavery’s structural gender supremacy strongly suggests that American feminist activism goes back much farther than the Seneca Falls Convention. I understand the impulse to mark moments when women gathered, issued written texts, and developed a vocabulary that called national attention to women’s structural subordination. And I do not want to minimize the significance of the emergence of gender as a distinct category of analysis in history. But including slavery as part of sexual harassment history does not restrict the scope of feminism; it expands it. Confronting the fundamentally patriarchal nature of American slavery opens the possibility that, through their manifold resistance, literally thousands of black women were joining with their free white sisters in recognizing and despising gender subordination. In fact, it appears that, precisely due to the racial context of slavery’s sexual economy, feminism drew some of its first activists from among the enslaved workforce. They may not have understood their oppression solely through the gender lens. Their oppres-
 ration was both gendered and racialized, and they recognized it as such. But the fact that there were two axes to their resistance ought not erase the significance of their antisetist efforts.15

Feminist Theory

Sexual harassment was a key component of Catharine MacKinnon's dominance theory of feminism, which emphasizes sexual power as a primary mechanism of women's subordination.16 But increasingly, feminists want to take the "sex" out of sexual harassment.17 At the extreme end, some new frameworks characterize sexual harassment not as sexual dominance, but as economic competition.18 In this view, men sexually harass women to preserve male-only workspaces. Hence, in the blue-collar context, men create debilitating, sometimes dangerous, hostile environments in order to force women out of relatively desirable, higher-paying jobs or jobs with greater status, flexibility, or status.19 A less extreme critique attempts to keep the focus on dominance while shifting the emphasis of sexual harassment theory to policing gender norms or disciplinary practices. Katherine Franke puts it succinctly: men harass women to feminize them, not for sex.20 This trend in conceptions of sexual harassment is indicative of larger trends in feminist theory. Increasingly, academic feminists are skeptical as to whether dominance adequately captures sexual harassment specifically, or sociosexual dynamics more generally. There are related efforts to redefine women's subordination as gender, rather than sexual, oppression. Implicit in some theories seeking to protect sex is that worker identities can be distinguished from gendered or sexual ones—a resurrection of public and private as oppositional and exclusive, perhaps.

Reading slavery as sexual harassment contradicts theories of sexual harassment that would segregate it from other forms of sexual violence or redefine it as economic to the exclusion of being sexual. Recall that part of the plantation complex's cultural specificity is that it functioned simultaneously as home and workplace. For enslaved women there was no respite from employer sexual abuse. Assault from a slaveholder was as likely in her home (or his) as in the fields. A theory that segregates violence according to geography—whether it happened at "home" or at "work"—defies her experience. Within the plantation complex, sexual violence constituted both sexual harassment and domestic violence. Relatedly, harassment often came in the form of rape, and when women were whipped and punished, it was often intensely sexualized. When an enslaved woman was raped in the field, stripped bare for whipping, sexually threatened in the fields by her slaveholder/father, or threatened with sale for refusing sex in her "master's" bed, it was all sexual and it was all economic.
Despite its historical specificity, the plantation offers a paradigm case of sexual harassment, domestic violence, rape, and incest as on a continuum of sexual violences.\textsuperscript{41} Attempting, then, to disaggregate enslaved women's gendered (sexualized) identities from their worker identities results only in incoherence. Instead, comprehending sexual harassment as such is contingent on recognizing that there is not a tension between sexual desirability, contempt for women, and the denigration of women as workers.\textsuperscript{42} Rather, they are completely consistent and mutually reinforcing — and all sexual. Despite our desire to preserve sex as the realm of the positive, part of labeling slavery a sexual economy is to remind us that we can't always conveniently segregate private, intimate relations from market, work relations, or sexual harassment from other forms of violence against women.\textsuperscript{43} Hence, slavery puts the sex back in sexual harassment.

It also suggests the ongoing explanatory power of sexual dominance as motivating sexual harassment. White men harassed and abused black women in the enslaved workforce for any variety of reasons. Significantly, at no point was the goal of sexual coercion to force enslaved women out of the workforce or into gender-segregated work (with the exception of coerced reproduction). Having already defined gender identity (i.e., masculinity and femininity) along racial lines, elite white men appeared personally enriched, not threatened, by enslaved women's work patterns. Instead, it was to secure their submission as well as the submission of black male workers. And it had the added benefit of being erotic as defined by slavery's sexual economy.\textsuperscript{44} In fact, efforts to leave the workplace brought punishment and repression. I am particularly empathetic to Franke's insistence that sexual harassment functions as a "disciplinary practice" to achieve "power, privilege, or dominance," and to her conscientious inclusion of new theories of gender to enrich our understanding of gender-based subordination.\textsuperscript{45} But slavery suggests the racial and historical limits of Franke's argument. Slavery offers a fascinating early example of the fluidity and social construction of gender.\textsuperscript{46} Enslaved women's sexuality comprised an integral part of the political economy, and as such, was regulated by that structure's material and ideological needs. Through constant manipulation, it was continuously under construction, as required by the dictates of the culture. (This is not to say that enslaved women did not resist, a point of much contention. They did, as described above.) An enslaved woman might be socially constructed as "masculine" for the purposes of productive work and brutal physical punishment, but very much a woman for the purposes of reproductive and sexual exploitation. But, while white men sexually abused them as women, they refused to impute to them the "femininity" ascribed to white women.
In short, women can be made into sexual objects without being subjected to policing along the lines of conventional gender identity. For many nondominant women, sexual harassment (and other sexual violences) continue to be imposed without the accompanying imposition of femininity. Or, “femininity” (and gender generally) has to be expanded to include an understanding of black women’s sexual subordination. An analysis grounded in slavery as sexual harassment also sheds light on another mechanism of workplace sexual subordination that is at the center of much of Franke’s insightful work: the ways that sexual abuse of women can be an effective way of harassing men in the workplace. Particularly when combined with other identity categories (race, class, ethnicity, religion), sexual harassment can be deployed against men without feminizing moves. When we ground sexual harassment in this expanded history, we can see more clearly how its goal is labor, racial, and sexual, as well as gender, control. Franke does acknowledge the racial variations of sexual harassment, but does not accordingly limit her description of perpetrator motivations or the goals of these disciplinary practices.

Barbara Omolade captures slavery’s complex dynamics when she describes it as a racialized patriarchy, in which white men broke allegiances with black men, dominating both white and black women. Comprehending slavery as gender supremacy suggests a different view of the relationship between sex and sexual harassment, or at least the need to refine claims. Slavery’s sexual economy constituted two hundred years of racialized sexual dominance. When we look at slavery, to borrow MacKinnon’s articulation of sexual harassment, “the entire structure of sexual domination, the tacit relations of deference and command, can be present in a passing glance.” This is not to say that enslaved women did not resist, negotiate, manipulate, and, ultimately, shape the system. As I described above, they did. But this is a primary risk of those who oppose dominance theory: to say that men seek to dominate women, to say that patriarchy is real, is not to say that men are always completely successful. Nor is it to say that there aren’t other axes of power continuously at work: slavery comprised a racialized patriarchy in which sexual abuse of enslaved women workers was part of the gender dominance by white men over white wives and the racial dominance of white men over black men. Relatedly, it is not to say that same-sex subordination isn’t in play: that one way of dominating other men is to feminize them, including sexually. But, it is to say that enslaved women workers’ sexuality was a primary site of contestation, and control and use of it was viewed as key to racial and class hierarchy. To my understanding, this seems to be in keeping with the basic tenets of dominance feminist theory. Other feminists may disagree with my conclusion, although I hope not with my characterization of slavery’s brutal racialized
sexual dynamics. This analysis suggests the need for contemporary feminist theories that further develop and account for slavery's distinct sexual dynamics. A theory of feminism inapplicable to or uncharacteristic of millions of enslaved women over two hundred years cannot be much of a theory for women.

**Feminist Activism**

One quite effective strategy among antifeminists is to whitewash feminism, erasing the presence of women of color in feminism’s ranks and leadership. With specific regard to sexual harassment, advocates of ending or limiting legal relief have deployed the stereotype of the “strong” black mama, who, hand on hips, tells off employers and coworkers. They argue that white women should take lessons from their black “sisters.”

Incorporating enslaved women’s vigorous, systematic, and diverse resistance as part of sexual harassment history links their struggle to those of the black plaintiffs in early Title VII harassment litigation. Contradicting those who characterize feminists as white and sexual harassment as a white woman’s issue, black women workers were among the first plaintiffs to bring Title VII harassment claims (against white and black men). Margaret Miller, Paulette Barnes, Diane Williams, and Maxine Munford were among the earliest women to litigate sexual harassment as prohibited sex discrimination. Sandra Bundy brought an important hostile environment claim in 1981, and Mechelle Vinson was the plaintiff in the U.S. Supreme Court case affirming it as a viable cause of action under Title VII in 1986. Anita Hill named it publicly in 1991, sacrificing much to do so. In 1977, Pamela Price joined her Yale classmates in arguing that the school’s failure to combat sexual harassment denied their right to equal educational opportunity. It took more than twenty years from the enactment of Title IX until Aurelia and LaShonda Davis, a black mother and daughter team, convinced the Supreme Court that Title IX does provide a remedy against schools for failing to curtail student-on-student sexual harassment. LaShonda Davis was in the fifth grade.

Critically, it is not that black women found the sexual harassment cause of action and framework descriptive of their lives. Instead, they were instrumental and central in creating and formulating the frameworks that described their lives. In her discussion of the litigants with whom she worked, Catharine MacKinnon reflects:

Black women’s least advantaged position in the economy is consistent with their advanced position on the point of resistance. Of all women, they are
most vulnerable to sexual harassment, both because of the image of black women as the most sexually accessible and because they are the most economically at risk. These conditions promote black women's resistance to sexual harassment and their identification of it for what it is.\footnote{53}

It makes sense, then, that we find high percentages of black women active in bringing a legal remedy to workplaces and educational spaces, spaces long associated with racial, as well as sexual, subordination. Having fought so hard to gain access, why would black women then accept lesser status within these spaces? After years of flight, dissemblance, and physical resistance, for black women workers in particular, Title VII offered welcome legal relief.

Viewing sexual harassment through the lens of slavery also highlights severe limitations in the reach and scope of the doctrine. Sexual harassment is typically associated with women working in factories, offices, banks, and construction sites. (And LaShonda Davis has helped us, finally, to see it in schools as well.) But slavery's sexual economy calls attention to the ways women working in certain geographic configurations are particularly vulnerable to sexual abuse, especially when combined with other axes of social power(lessness), such as race, age, immigrant/document status, or imprisonment.\footnote{54} One of the defining characteristics of enslaved women's sexual exploitation was their combined lack of rights, exclusion from legal protection from sexual assault, and economic and political vulnerability. Paradoxically, Title VII continues to exclude the historical paradigm of black women's sexual harassment, domestic labor done in private, individual homes, now increasingly performed by undocumented women. Meanwhile, forced labor sweatshops, agricultural workplaces employing unpapered women, and prisons offer paradigm instances of contemporary geographies that concentrate sexually vulnerable populations of women workers. Prisons, in particular, resonate with plantations, in that women's status and sexual abuse as workers is often invisible.\footnote{55} In fact, prisons, like plantations, are closed geographies from which there is no exit without legal authorization. The state returns both enslaved and incarcerated women (and men) to the conditions of their subjection. Nor is the goal of harassment and abuse of incarcerated women to drive them from a workplace defined as male; rather, sex is perceived by many as, again analogously, a tool of discipline and a prerogative of power. Not surprisingly, we find women of color disproportionately represented in all four of these geographies.\footnote{56}

Recovering enslaved women as gender activists in feminist history is a powerful, political counter-blown to conservative efforts to foment racial division among feminists. In addition, it reminds us that sexual harassment activists must fight to cover women working everywhere, especially in those places where the most vulnerable — unpapered immigrants, poor women, children,
and women of color—continue to labor. This should encourage us to rethink the scope of Title VII, but also to create other legal remedies that extend to modern-day equivalents of plantations, where women workers continue to be held as sexual hostages.57

Conclusion

The brutality of slavery’s overt racial repression often causes people to miss its sexual atrocities. Not only does this obscure slavery’s dynamics, but it also distorts feminist history and theory. As yet, neither feminists nor slavery scholars have confronted slavery as sexual harassment. In fact, slavery was one of the most extraordinary instances of gender supremacy in U.S. history and one of the first to institutionalize and perfect sexual harassment. Labor historians have warned against the distortions that can occur when slavery is excluded from labor history. Feminists should take heed. Understanding enslaved women as forced labor and conceiving slavery as sexual harassment sheds light on plantations as vast workplaces, slavery as early, large-scale, institutionalized sexual harassment, and enslaved women as early gender activists in naming, politicizing, and resisting sexual harassment. Such a framework also suggests directions for future research and work. First, conceiving slavery as sexual harassment gains new ground from which to view labor, racial, and sexual history. It also raises questions as to how geography, race, other axes of social power, and sexual dominance continue to influence sexual harassment’s manifestations. We need to grapple more explicitly with slavery as a sexual institution.
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